Preliminary Characterization of a Saudi Genome 2 Summary We have fully sequenced the genome of an individual from the region of Saudi Arabia. In order to facilitate comparative analysis, an initial characterization of the new genome was undertaken based on single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP). The SNP data having associated population statistics, essentially the HapMap, served to identify features that were rare by comparison. Methods were developed and applied to tag observed SNPs as different and were extended to identify strings or clusters of difference in the individual relative to comparison populations to effectively increase the significance over single SNP comparison. Difference strings identified in the individual relative to each comparison population showed a genome location pattern with various levels of overlap between the comparison populations. The SNP frequencies from the HapMap population samples Ceu and Yri showed a difference inversion relative to the sample genome. The total SNP difference count was greatest between the individual and the Yri population sample while the number and total span of SNP difference clusters was greatest in comparison with the Ceu population sample. The final pattern of difference clusters has served to define distinctive features in the individual genome toward preliminary characterization.
INTRODUCTION
There is a recognized and promising trend in human health studies involving the use of high-resolution genetic information to compliment diagnostics (Marian 2011; Cooper et al. 2011 ). High-resolution information based on Microarray In what might be a contributing element to an emerging trend in clinical practice, possibly even a paradigm shift (Kuhn 1970) ; there is an alternate and parallel approach to GWAS. The mapping of rare alleles to disease is centered on the measurements of populations and restricted to high coverage of information rich variations, such as protein coding regions of the genome (Tennessen et al. 2012) . A susceptibility allele might have provided some selective advantage in the past but remains, at least with low frequency, due to insufficient generation passage or weak purifying selection. The paradigm of evolutionary medicine and efforts to include high-resolution genetic information demands sufficient sampling and clear understanding of the origins and demographics of rare and disease causing alleles (Nesse et al. 2012 ).
For the present study, we have reviewed genomic data from a geographic region with great opportunities for the application of medical genetics as well as population studies (Tadmouri et at. 2006; Armitage et al. 2011 ). An individual, healthy Saudi Arabian male was the contributor of DNA sequenced to moderate coverage as well as being analyzed for SNPs with a Microarray method. The amount of sequence data has provided the starting point for in depth mapping of variation with additional full-genome data expected to become available through Measure of difference of a population relative to the individual (or other populations) was counted as the frequent or rare SNP unique to the population after normalizing to the total number of frequent or rare alleles within that population. A directed approach was also taken to identify distinctive SNPs by making a set of rules to call the found SNP different from the corresponding one in each population (Supplemental Fig. 1 ). The measure of difference was directly counted as the total number of difference calls.
Determine Distinctive Regions
The identification of difference strings was again performed in the frequency table described above with the addition of the difference tags that were added.
For the purpose of identification of strings of sequential difference, the frequency table was ordered from lowest to highest position. A script was developed to report the start and end positions of the string as well as the number of SNPs within the string. The script was run to identify all strings and filtered to strings of at least 10 SNPs relative to each of the comparison populations. An annotation file in .gff format was prepared for the difference strings identified in each chromosome with a separate annotation types given to each comparison population. Annotation files generated were added to the reference genome in the Genome Workbench. Unique features were searched by manually stepping through the graphics pane of the Genomics Workbench and viewing the overlap within the difference annotation, a process aided with the search for annotation tools available in the Workbench.
RESULTS

Assembly of the sequence data to the reference
The total length of the current human male reference genome is 3,112 Mb with 2,882 Mb outside of regions annotated as "Gap". For this study an individual Saudi male genome sample was sequenced resulting in 42,996 Mb of pairedread sequence as data source in an assembly to the reference. With the assembly parameters that were used most of the reads, 97%, were included in the final assembly for 14.5 fold sequence coverage of the non-gap reference (Table 1 ). The 3% of the reads that did not map during the assembly process were saved and de-novo assembly was performed using the de-novo tool in the assembly software. About 7% of the unmapped reads were assembled into contigs of length at least 2.5 times the average read length as a result of de-novo assembly. Only 2 of the contigs produced from de-novo assembly have a nonhuman top blastN hit to NCBI-nt and those 2 were both more similar to bac clones from Pan troglodytes relative to other GenBank entries. An average across all chromosomes of the reads that mapped to the reference as paired reads was 92% ranging from a low of 73% on the X chromosome to a high of 96% for chromosome 12 and also for the Mitochondrion reference. Considering the entire fragment length or paired read distance, the physical coverage of the reference was 28.90 (Table 1) .
SNP mapping and accuracy
With high confidence in the outcome of the sequencing and assembly process;
the focus was naturally directed to the variation that might be revealed in the assembly, an interest due to the under-sampled geographic region of the sample genome. Even with all of the possible types of variation and having available tools to map different types of variation, deliberate attention was directed to SNPs. The advanced organization and genome coverage of the HapMap and the availability of SNP frequency tables within representative populations were considered as an information-rich source for a comparison between the sample genome and external population alleles. The lack of quantitative information for much of the reported variation supported the attention given to HapMap SNP data. A total of 3,291,451 SNPs were mapped in the assembly with the tool and parameters described (methods). Accuracy of SNP mapping was assessed by comparison between the SNP mapping and the results from Affymetrix SNP chip 6.0 developed from the same sample. The overlap between the found SNPs and Affymetrix hybridization probes was 10.6% and those SNPs were used to test the platform agreement. The average agreement determined was 92.7% with a range from 90.4% to 99.1% across the reference (supplemental Table 1 ).
Comparison of found SNPs to HapMap populations
A frequency population were used to define unique representation of the allele in a single population relative to other populations. This rare or frequent difference measure is a 2 vs. 1 approach since the Chb and Jpt population statistics were excluded due to an introduced similarity bias. The data were normalized to the total number of frequent and rare alleles to again avoid bias, in this case the potential bias caused by having a higher number of such rare or frequent alleles within their population. A consistent pattern of the sample genome having a greater difference to the Yri population was observed following this measure ( Fig. 1 ). An alternate approach was developed to produce a decision of difference for each sample SNP. A formula was developed and applied to each SNP to compare the sample against each population. The formula produces a different-or-not decision relative to corresponding population frequency observed among Preliminary Characterization of a Saudi Genome 13 possible alleles. In many cases the decision is as clear as a homozygous allele in the sample not found in the comparison population and in some cases the decision is marginal. The optimized formula and large sample size do provide a detail level useful for distinction among similar populations. The consistent pattern observed with a 2 vs. 1 approach of counting the presence of rare or frequent alleles in a single population is also found with the decision formula method. The Yri population contained more differences from the sample genome and the Ceu population had the fewest differences relative to the found SNPs ( Fig. 2 ).
Difference strings distinguish unique genomic regions
In the process of labeling the relative difference of each SNP present in the frequency tables uninterrupted strings of difference labels were observed. Based on this observation of strings of difference labels in consecutive positions, these were investigated further as possible chromosomal regions of concentrated differences. We retrieved all such strings of at least 10 consecutive differencelabeled SNPs. The difference strings were in turn added as annotation tracks to the reference genome. Difference strings relative to each comparison population were kept as separate annotation types. The population samples Ceu and Jpt had the largest number of strings with a corresponding large and mainly overlapping span ( Fig. 3) . A difference inversion was observed concerning the strings present in the Yri population. The span of strings was found to be less in the Yri population than in other populations contrary to the observation that the Preliminary Characterization of a Saudi Genome 14 total number of differences was greatest in that population. The average string length over all chromosomes was 15.2 consecutive SNPs.
The regions of the genome where the annotation of difference strings overlapped were visually identified in the Genomics Workbench graphics display following the addition of annotations representing the difference strings from each comparison population. There were 46 separate regions across the genome having overlapping difference string annotation ( Table 2 ). The regions with such overlapping annotation are unique and distinguish the sample genome as different from all populations in these regions for the SNP set used.
Additional tests were performed to further assess the unique regions identified, for chromosomes 17 and 22. Firstly, variation types such as deletions and insertions were found using the available tools in the Genome Workbench.
There was no co-occurrence of additional variation types with unique regions identified based on SNP difference strings. Also, the alleles present in the alignment positions of HapMap SNPs not identified as SNPs due to agreement with the reference were recovered. These non-SNPs were added to the original frequency tables and the difference formula was repeated to label these positions in addition to those that were previously labeled. Some changes in the difference string positions resulted from inclusion of non-SNP positions but the changes were balanced and mainly supported the difference strings as before. Slight shifts in the start and end position, interrupted strings that were replaced by new adjacent strings were observed. Finally, found SNPs that were not in HapMap positions were retrieved and searched for clusters. Clusters of found non- using all default settings for significance. Addition of genes with difference strings from at least 3 populations, also listed in (Table 2) , to the unique genes expanded the bioGRID when lists were added pairwise. The genes associated in a bioGRID are shown in (Fig. 2 ).
DISCUSSION
Finding variation in an alignment of sequence data to a reference genome is meaningless unless the comparison is extended to a larger basis. In the alignment process the reference may become as an introductory step in the The review of data that was generated from a region with advanced disease tracking methods and a developing interest to adopt high resolution genome analysis in clinical practice has presented an exceptional opportunity to advance the process of connecting the dots, forming the connections between haplotype and health.
We have performed an initial characterization of the variation present in an It is noteworthy that the SNPs in difference strings were closer together on the average relative to the overall density of SNPs (Table 3 ). The average SNP density is consistently higher in the span of identified difference strings relative to the average SNP density across the entire genome. The string density is higher across all chromosomes and for difference strings relative to each of the comparison populations. For the majority the average difference string density is even higher than the density of the total SNPs found before filtering to HapMap overlap. With this high density established, the difference strings become concentrated regions of difference. This non-random distribution has been noted before (Amos 2010) and various explanations have been explored. The natural force or biological process that leads to the accumulation of SNPs that are rare or different by comparison into clusters or strings would also undoubtedly generate rare or different phenotypic character.
In the search for unique features present in our individual, we followed the 
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